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Abstract

Women artists lack recognition for their significant contributions to the
development of regional modernism in the United States during the twentieth century.
This study seeks to highlight the important impact American artist Lucretia Van Horn
had on modernism in the Bay Area from the 1920s through the 1940s. The study
addresses how the artist worked in advanced modernist styles, achieving local recognition
and success, but was ultimately overshadowed by her male counterparts in the larger
dialogue. The results reveal an artist at the forefront of avant-garde trends who deserves
much wider recognition.
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Introduction
In recent decades, attention has been brought to the role that women artists played
in the development of American art in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In a
traditionally male-dominated industry, women artists were often overlooked. The turn to
the twentieth century ushered in a shifting cultural climate and new opportunities for
women. Professional female artists grew increasingly in numbers, as the ability for
women to attend art schools expanded. Women applied advanced stylistic techniques and
concepts alongside their male counterparts, but their work had been overshadowed or
overlooked in history. The increasing interest in women modernists has surfaced in both
the scholarly and commercial realms. Museums now curate retrospectives or group
exhibitions of relatively unrecognized female artists. At auction, prices for certain female
modernists have skyrocketed and continue to achieve record prices. While this topic has
now reached the mainstream, further research is required into the impact of regional
women artists.
California is an intriguing case study, as it is viewed as the black sheep in the
development of American art, to one extent or another. Its geographical location
established a sense of isolation from the national and international avant-garde
developments, but California had its own active art scene. This thesis focuses on
Northern California’s thriving and diverse art scene in the Bay Area, and the community
of artists who spearheaded the region’s contact with Modernism. Typical figures in this
dialogue include William H. Clapp, Ralph Stackpole, Worth Ryder, Maynard Dixon, Ray
Boynton and other male artists. Yet, it does not take much digging to reveal the integral
role women played in this progressive effort, through art, press, public speech and
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activism. While that is a topic in itself, this paper zeros in on one specific artist. The
focus of this thesis is to highlight the important, yet relatively unrecognized contributions
Lucretia Van Horn made to the development and progress of regional Modernism in the
Bay Area from 1927 through the 1940s.
To fully grasp Van Horn’s impact, I researched her career, body of work, artistic
philosophy, techniques, influences, activity in the community, press reception and
relationships.1 I analyzed this information within the context of her residence in the Bay
Area and in comparative analysis with her contemporaries.
Beyond local artists and galleries in the Bay Area, the artist’s legacy remains in
the dark. As a result, there is little personal information about her and an even scarcer
reference to her work in the general literature. Archival material served as my primary
means of research. As well, speaking directly with her family and scholars was integral to
my writing of this thesis.
Through these endeavors I discovered that the scope of Van Horn’s impact was
far more profound than I initially expected. I hope this paper serves as just the beginning
for highlighting the importance of Van Horn’s body of work. She deserves far wider
recognition for her rightful place in the development of modernism in the Bay Area.
I. Literature Review
Existing literature concerning Van Horn is scarce. There are two publications that
contain chapters or sections on Van Horn and one book dedicated to Van Horn and her
family history. She is included in literature sources about historical events, retrospectives
and biographies, but only as a reference. These references are among topics related to
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Her activities included exhibitions, speeches, volunteering and socializing.
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various events and relationships over the course of Van Horn’s life. Her artistic work is
continuously associated with that of male counterparts in literature. As will be seen in
this thesis, her artistic development, body of work and career progressed far beyond these
associations. Local blogs and West Coast galleries are where her artistic career and
activism emanate. This supports that Van Horn was recognized by her local communities
as an important figure in regional avant-garde tendencies and activism but has not
received wider acknowledgment. There is an outstanding amount of literature on topics
with which the artist was involved. Van Horn deserves the recognition for her innovative
work during her time in the Bay Area. Many of her colleagues enjoy such recognition,
while she does not.
Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in California,
1860-1960 is the most specific art historical literature source about Van Horn. The title of
the four-volume series speaks for itself. While many of the modernist women remain
unknown, some are now internationally recognized. This publication considered an indepth source on Van Horn. A general timeline of her artistic career and activities
discusses her stylistic transitions, influences and friendships. This source offers ample
images of her artwork and provides technical analysis that is absent in almost every other
source. It is the only source that highlights Van Horn’s influence from European artists,
which is important in the discussion of her later work. Notably, the source articulates that
Van Horn “always maintained her own creative style,” regardless of any influences. This
chapter prompted further research into all aspects of the artist’s creative endeavors. It
contributes to the discourse of Van Horn’s individual style and contributions to regional
avant-garde pursuits.
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The Jeri L. Waxenberg Collection: Women Artists in the Modernist Tradition is
the other literature source that specifically discusses the artist. The discussion is not
focused on a specific geographical region, but there emerges a trend of lesser known,
pioneering women throughout the book. Overall, it discusses Van Horn’s role in her
various communities, highlights primary exhibitions activity and briefly analyzes the
works in the collection within the context of the artist’s career. The works reflect Van
Horn’s travels in Mexico and fall under the national intrigue of Mexican Muralism. The
section’s timeline is briefer than the previous and omits the artist’s important friendships.
The last source with chapters dedicated to Van Horn is by far the most in-depth.
The Blows of Yesteryear: An American Saga is a family history written about the
pioneering women in the Blow family across five generations. 2 Chapter 4, Lucretia’s
Story, ends the book. It extensively covers events of her nomadic life from early
childhood to her death. It offers insights into Van Horn as a wife, mother and friend.
Through snippets of her personal correspondence, the chapter offers brief but crucial
insight into Van Horn’s artistic processes and theories over the entirety of her career. Her
freedom of expression and intrigue in concepts behind her art are revealed. These were
pioneering for the regional art scene and demonstrate her contact with contemporary
developments nationally and internationally. No other source provides personal material
to this extent. This source is instrumental in cementing that Van Horn was driven to
interact with complex theories and techniques of European avant-garde art. Her ambition
and enthusiasm as an artist are apparent through journal quotes. Given the nature of the
source, Van Horn’s activities in the Bay Area are less consolidated while her personal
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Van Horn is connected in descendancy through her mother.
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relationships are explored further in depth. This source does not provide any object
analysis, but the personal correspondence prompts further examination into Van Horn’s
later work.
There are numerous literature sources that reference Van Horn in discussing other
topics. Saving San Antonio: The Preservation of a Heritage recognizes her for work with
the San Antonio Conservation Society and the community as a whole. Van Horn is
discussed in short portions throughout David Park: A Painter’s Life and David Park: A
Retrospective for her mentorship of the Bay Area Figurative painter. They both discuss
her established reputation in the community and her friendships. A fundamental part of
Park’s emerging career was working for Ralph Stackpole. The sources reveal that Park
met Stackpole and other established local artists through Van Horn. Another friend of
Van Horn’s was art dealer Galka Scheyer, who has an abundance of literature written
about her. The Blue Four Collection at the Norton Simon Museum highlights Galka’s
crusades for modernism in California and across the nation. Van Horn is described as a
good friend of Scheyer’s. The artist’s portrait of Scheyer is included in the catalogue. The
object entry includes basic information regarding the artwork, a small biographical
section and a short description of her career. This source places Van Horn within the
progressive community of creatives who pushed for California’s contact with the avantgarde developments in New York and Europe. These latter two sources reinforce Van
Horn’s integral role in the development of modern movements in the Bay Area through
her mentoring and activism.
There is an abundance of literature on the topic of American artists traveling and
working in Mexico in the 1920s and 1930s, and Mexican muralism’s impact on American
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art in the first half of the twentieth century. These sources were instrumental in
understanding the context of Van Horn’s career in the 1920s. Mexico: A Revolution in Art
1910-1940 delves into the development of art during and after the Mexican Revolution.
The source discusses artistic transformations by indigenous artists, some in relation to
government commissions. It highlights Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco and David
Alfaro Siqueiros as established leaders. It also covers the American and European
creatives who flocked to Mexico beginning in the 1920s in search of fresh inspiration
from the country’s supposed magical vernacular. Vida Americana: Mexican Muralists
Remake American Art examines and highlights the impact that Mexican muralism had on
American art from the mid 1920s up to World War II. The style and content of Mexican
artists’ work, such as Rivera, Orozco and Siqueiros, deeply influenced the massive mural
efforts across the country. The source discusses the government’s promotion of
nationalism and unity through idealized murals, while also highlighting how individual
artists internalized these concepts to liberation in expression and message.
Van Horn falls within many categories of these sources, although not directly
referenced. She was immersed in the craze of Mexico’s artistic renaissance, traveling to
Mexico and working on Rivera’s murals. This period in her career is clearly evident in
her oeuvre beginning around 1926. In Wonderland: Surrealist Adventures of Women
Artists in Mexico and the United States applies to Van Horn’s work beginning around the
1930s. She subtly began experimenting with surrealist qualities around this time,
displaying whimsical and irrational effects so consistent with Surrealism. In the 1940s
she showed a clear shift into Surrealist tendencies. The source discusses Van Horn’s
contemporaries and offers a place into where Van Horn fits. Diego Rivera: The Complete
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Murals extensively covers both mural projects Van Horn assisted Rivera with the
Ministry of Public Education, Mexico City and the Universidad Autónoma de Chapingo
chapel. The publication offers insight into aspects of Rivera’s stylistic qualities and
ideology that Van Horn adapted into her own work. These sources collectively contribute
to Van Horn’s driven effort in advancing her artistic style and career once she arrived in
Mexico. This information provides the foundation of Van Horn’s more radical style,
which she developed in California.
Painting on the Left: Diego Rivera, Radical Politics and San Francisco’s Public
Murals focuses on the impact of Rivera’s arrival and presence in San Francisco. He
caused a significant amount of controversy and dispute in the Bay Area between
creatives, government officials and the general public. The source discusses his effect on
Van Horn’s circle of friends, who sought to explore new forms of expression. The
general public disapproved of Rivera, as they believed he was corrupting Bay Area
artists. The tension between the progressive and conservative communities in Northern
California is evident through this source. On the Edge of America: California Modernist
Art, 1900-1950 offers insight into the emergence, development and spread of Modern art
across the state. It focuses more on Southern California than on Northern California.
However, the source does examine the various movements and trends in California
within which Van Horn worked, and by providing general timelines to these events,
reinforces that Van Horn stood as an artist at the forefront of experimentation. Many of
Van Horn’s close colleagues are discussed for their efforts and contributions, as are the
progressive galleries and institutions with which she was involved. From Exposition to
Exposition: Progressive and Conservative North California Painting 1915-1939 is
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instrumental in providing the immediate context of Van Horn’s arrival in the Bay Area.
The source covers the effects of the 1915 Exposition in terms of how Bay Area
communities reacted, from the established and emerging progressive artists in San
Francisco, the conservative communities along the coast and local collectors, to the art
institutions and the professors. Van Horn’s friends are discussed as the advocates for the
avant-garde art exhibited and in establishing contact with art scenes of New York and
Paris. This source offers insight into the environment in which Van Horn immediately
immersed herself in and supports her interaction and contributions to the development of
Modernism in the Bay Area. The Rise of Modern Art in the Bay Area provides the key
figures, institutions and events that spearheaded the efforts. The previously mentioned
local figures are again discussed, as are the galleries and newspapers that featured Van
Horn. This source cements the notion that Van Horn was a notable artist in the local art
scene; she participated in exhibitions at instrumental galleries and institutions, held
positions on their boards and worked alongside the progressive and radical artists in the
area. These sources offer context of the most experimental and abstract period in Van
Horn’s body of work, contributing to her position as a prominent Bay Area artist who
worked in the tendencies of leading avant-garde movements.
II. Methodology
As was previously noted, there is relatively little available information on Van
Horn’s life and her artistic accomplishments. As a result, I conducted research on the
artist primarily through archival materials as well as the few literature sources above. I
gained factual information from exhibition catalogues, newspaper articles, publications
and the archival records of her friends. Understanding Van Horn’s personal relationships
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came from a dual effort of reading letters and speaking with her grandson. Physical
correspondence was limited to letters between the artist and her family as well as letters
with Albert Bender. Speaking with the artist’s grandson enabled me to grasp who she was
as an individual, mother, wife, friend and artist. Through these materials, I analyzed her
relationships, influences, activity within the community and her body of work. The love
and affection she felt for her family and close friends was abundantly clear.
Her influences were not difficult to identify, both visually and psychologically. In
light of the time she spent with Rivera, her close circle of artistically diverse friends and
her richly creative environment, Van Horn had plenty of material with which to work.
Her personal correspondence was further helpful to this analysis. It was clear that her
surrounding influences served as merely a prompt, as she was quite the imaginative and
innovative artist.
There was a vast amount of activity to discover with Van Horn. The artist was
regularly discussed in newspaper articles, whether exhibition reviews or current events.
As well, exhibition catalogues provided a general timeline of her exhibition activity and,
in turn, her place as an artist in the community. This press exposure offered a great deal
of information on the artist’s activities.
Initially, I assembled a body of her work through auction records and the
literature on her that included images. Newspaper articles and exhibition catalogues that
featured her work contributed to this effort as well. The largest contribution came from
the artist’s grandson, who provided an abundance of images of her art. This information
was integral in my thesis and analyzing her works from the 1930s and 1940s.
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I also conducted a comparative analysis to Van Horn’s contemporaries and their
markets, through these aforementioned sources. This review included the consideration of
influence, press commentary, exhibition frequency, recognition and current market
presence. Van Horn’s market presence is quite scarce, thus there was not much data with
which to work.3

3

Van Horn has a relatively absent auction presence. Her recorded auction sales occurred predominantly in
Northern California but some in Southern California. The majority of the sales took place in either 1999 or
2007, likely part of estate sales. Works on paper appear most often, mixed with a few paintings. Her most
recent sale at auction was Seated Lady #1 in 2018 at Clark’s Fine Art & Auctioneers, located in Los
Angeles. Two Reclining Nudes (Figure 11) and Movement Up (Figure 20), have sold at auction. Two
Reclining Nudes sold among many of her works at Butterfield’s Modern, Contemporary and Latin America
Art in April 1999. With an estimate of 5,000 to 8,000 USD, the hammer price was 3,500 USD. Movement
Up was listed at auction three times in 2007, all through Bonhams’ monthly SoMA Estate Auctions. It was
bought in at the first two sales, in February with an estimate of 400-600 USD and in April with an estimate
of 200-300 USD. It sold at the third auction, in July, for 24 USD.
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Chapter 1: From Illustrator to Painter
I. The First Turning Point
Van Horn’s career was prolific and extensive. She developed numerous stylistic
phases over its course. Her first turning point as an artist occurred while living in San
Antonio, Texas. She resided in San Antonio from 1922 to 1927, which preceded her
move to the Bay Area. San Antonio provided fresh vernacular and inspiration for Van
Horn’s work, but important to this narrative was Texas’ close proximity to Mexico. The
artist had taken a hiatus from her career as an illustrator while she raised her two
daughters, Margaret and Lucretia (Cre-Cre). After moving to San Antonio and
subsequently traveling to Mexico, she experienced a renewed passion for her art. This led
to the exploration of a style far different from her previous work. While preference for
works on paper remained consistent throughout her life, her move to San Antonio
stimulated her work in oils. Van Horn found her place in San Antonio’s budding art scene
and established herself as an important artist and community activist. Her body of work
during this five-year period predominantly reflects the influence of Mexico’s vernacular.
She preferred to depict people as opposed to landscapes. Her travels to Mexico began
simultaneously with American artists’ fascination with the artistic renaissance occurring
across the border. For the first time, but not the last, Van Horn became part of a
developing movement that placed her among progressive American artists.
Around 1926 Van Horn began to explore a variety of new themes, initiating the
most prolific period in her career. Mexican countryside workers, often women and
children, became recurring subject matters that were pictorialized in varying styles.
Untitled (Corn Gatherers – Mexico) (Figure 1) depicts a woman and child walking
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through the Mexican countryside. The flattened perspective, reduced detail and lack of
ornament reflect a shift away from her ornate academic illustrations, though the
stylization of the natural landscape remains consistent with her earlier work. The
vegetation and hills are sinuous and decorative. The dull pastel colors bring warmth to
the composition. Van Horn reduced the composition to simplified forms with stylized
qualities, creating a decorative and playful notion. Created at approximately the same
time, Tehuanas Bathing, (Mexico) (Figure 2) displays a new style that is soft and
voluptuous. The figures are again simplified and stylized, but the composition is three
dimensional and contains a true sense of space. The natural setting contains stronger
detail and definition than the figures. The drawing is more complex than Figure 1; the
plants and water are delicately shaded to create depth and volume through the effects of
light. It is evident that Van Horn was exploring new possibilities with controlled line and
aesthetic balance, and the highly ornamented nature to her art was transforming to a
softer, more realist style. Van Horn’s exploration of varying perspectives, forms of
stylization and new subject matters reflected her interest in indigenous Mexico, Mexican
modernism and the Social Realist style. This period is crucial to understanding her later
developments because it was the first time she adapted her formal training within the
context of progressive modern art movements.
II. Artistic Origins, Early Career and Style
The artist was born in Louisiana in 1881 and grew up on a plantation on the
Mississippi River. At the age of 15, she moved to the Northeast to live with her maternal
aunt and uncle, Martha and Herbert Wadsworth. The Wadsworths offered Van Horn
access to exceptional academic opportunities. They recognized Van Horn’s natural
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artistic talent upon her arrival. In 1899, Van Horn enrolled in the Art Students League in
New York at the age of 18. She attended classes taught by esteemed artists and
instructors including Bryson Burroughs, Benjamin West Clinedinst and Kenyon Cox. At
the time, the artist preferred classes related to illustration and drawing rather than
painting. She favored the meticulous and precise lines of Clinedinst and Cox and enrolled
in many of their classes. Van Horn’s instructors recognized her as a driven artist with
significant potential. She earned an honorable mention for her work in Clinedinst’s
Illustration class. Although she lacked interest in Burrough’s Antique painting course, it
was Burroughs who encouraged her to study at the Académie Julian in Paris, where he
had studied.4 Van Horn was eager to further develop her drawing skills. Maxfield Parrish,
who Van Horn greatly admired, was shown her work through the connection of her aunt,
Adèle.5 He noted on her illustrations, “any girl that can do work like that ought to give up
everything for art.”6 Van Horn embraced this encouragement and became even more
determined to improve her artistic abilities.
In December of 1902, the artist embarked to Paris. The Académie Julian was a
popular and esteemed destination for women and American artists at the turn of the
century. It served as the alternative school to École des Beaux-Arts, which often turned
away foreign applicants and did not accept women until 1897. Upon her arrival in Paris,
Van Horn immediately began working on her art. She demonstrated ambition and great
talent in her new setting and won awards for work she submitted in open competitions. In
1904, she was the first woman to win the Concours Julian-Smith Prize. The March

John Y. Le Bourgeois and Ashton H. Le Bourgeois, “Lucretia’s Story,” in The Blows of Yesteryear: An
American Saga (self-pub., CreateSpace, 2013), Kindle.
5 Le Bourgeois and Le Bourgeois, “Lucretia’s Story.”
6 Ibid.
4
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edition of the Académie Julian magazine included a favorable feature on Van Horn,
boasting about her artistic intuition and originality. The editor even placed her on a
course to become one of the most interesting American artists. 7 Van Horn’s time in Paris
allowed her the opportunity to solidify her strength in illustration. Her formal training had
led her to develop a meticulous, formal style of precise lines and refined stylization.
Figure 3 is one of her earliest known works. She was greatly influenced by Aubrey
Beardsley, which is apparent in this work. The work also reflects the influence of
Japanese Woodblock prints that was reaching an apex in Europe at the time.
Simultaneously, Paris was growing as the center for radical avant-garde developments.
Van Horn would soon be heavily influenced by these developments.
The artist returned to the United States in 1904. The winter of 1906 to 1907
proved to be a fertile beginning for her fledging career. She received commissions for
illustrations in numerous magazines and poetry books, such as Herbs and Apples by
Helen Hay Whitney.8 Van Horn’s drawing style was highly refined and reflected
Beardsley’s intricate, linear scenes encompassed with flourished patterns and ornament.
In October 1908, the artist married Robert Van Horn. Robert was a member of the
military and his service required them to move frequently. Shortly after their marriage,
the couple lived in Cuba for three months before moving to Kansas, Georgia, back to
Washington, New York, Boston, Washington again, before returning to Kansas in 1919.
They had two daughters, Margaret in 1909 and Cre-Cre in 1916. Van Horn had little time
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John Y. Le Bourgeois and Ashton H. Le Bourgeois, “Lucretia’s Story,” in The Blows of Yesteryear: An
American Saga (self-pub., CreateSpace, 2013), Kindle.
8 Le Bourgeois and Le Bourgeois, “Lucretia’s Story.”
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to focus on her art until Robert was assigned to San Antonio in 1922. It was in San
Antonio that her renewed artistic curiosity and creativity blossomed.
III. San Antonio and Mexico
Van Horn was not only a pioneer as an artist, but also as an influential public
figure into the community. San Antonio experienced unabated economic and social
expansion throughout the 1920s. Texas lacked preservationists at the time and as a result,
important landmarks were often demolished. In 1921, San Antonio was devastated as the
remnants of a hurricane hit central Texas with up to 12 feet of water. The city’s relief
initiative planned to widen and redirect the San Antonio river in order to prevent future
floods, requiring demolition of historic buildings. At the time, 13 women local gathered
to discuss potential efforts for saving local landmarks, including Van Horn. Thus, the San
Antonio Conservation Society was founded in 1924 with a mission to restore and
preserve landmarks, historic materials and the customs of San Antonio. With Van Horn
elected as First Vice President, she quickly gained traction in the community and played
an active role in San Antonio’s community and preservation. She raised money, invited
guest speakers and organized shows to improve and foster a community.
Van Horn’s residence in San Antonio coincided with the accelerating art scene.
The artist was an active member of the San Antonio Art League, which had flourished
since its reorganization in 1912. The league organized art exhibitions and competitions
for local and national artists, as well as improved its permanent collection. Through
collective efforts from the San Antonio Art League, the San Antonio Conservation
Society, the Woman’s Club of San Antonio and numerous other local organizations, the
Witte Museum was founded in 1926 as one of Texas’s first major museums. Van Horn
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established her reputation as an activist for arts and culture in San Antonio and continued
her zealous efforts when she moved to the Bay Area.
San Antonio’s close proximity to Mexico allowed her to conveniently travel
across the border. In the wake of the Mexican Revolution, Mexican artists sought to
embrace the indigenous culture and history of their regions and country in their work.9
Many artists who had studied and worked in Europe returned to Mexico after the
revolution with a new sense of pride. 10 The events of the Mexican Revolution offered an
abundance of material for artists. Individually, they portrayed the revolution and
Mexico’s history through newly acquired artistic freedom in the post-revolution
environment. The government-funded murals played an integral role in the development
of the art scene, democratizing art and creating a new visual language. Although artists
were not working within a cohesive movement, the murals became a universal form of
communication in a disjointed country. 11 Artists then eschewed from political
motivations to individual pursuits. Van Horn’s body of work from Mexico is closely tied
to Mexican Muralist and Social Realism in both style and subject. However, she never
formally declared herself part of the Social Realism movement, nor any one style, as she
preferred to express herself through curiosity and passion.
The cultural exchange between Mexico and the United States expanded
significantly in the 1920s.12 In the summer of 1926, the artist traveled to Mexico City
with Emily Edwards, where Van Horn first met Diego Rivera. Van Horn and Rivera
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quickly became friends, perhaps in part through their ability to communicate with each
other in French, as they had both lived in Paris. 13 Rivera had become a respected and
accomplished artist in Paris before returning to Mexico. The incorporation of his
Mexican identity combined with significant avant-garde movements such as Cubism
created a personal stylistic language.14 Rivera’s political and social ideologies were
clearly expressed through his murals. Van Horn’s subject matters focused on the working
class as a result of their friendship. He passionately defended the rights of peasants,
calling on reforms for land redistribution, government stability and improved conditions
for peasants.15 Rivera cemented a revolutionary transformation in Mexican art through
the radical combination of European avant-garde concepts with Mexican culture,
innovations in fresco painting, and the pictorializing of personal beliefs. He extended
beyond just one movement or style. As one of his colleagues, Van Horn was at the
forefront of these developments.
Rivera recognized Van Horn’s talent and invited her to assist with the mural
commission he was working on for the Ministry of Education. The artist extended her
stay in Mexico to work with Rivera and on her own art. She worked on the Ministry of
Education murals in Mexico City and the mural for the Universidad Autónoma de
Chapingo chapel in Texcoco.16 Rivera not only painted the walls of the chapel but the
ceiling as well, revolutionizing the relationship between modern art and architecture. 17
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Van Horn actively contributed to this progress. Her vibrant and energetic presence willed
Rivera to depict her in one of the Ministry of Education murals. Her portrait is included
in Guarantees (Garantías), the mural on the North wall of the third floor. 18 This would
not be the last portrait he painted of Van Horn. She was invigorated by Rivera’s
innovation, theories and activism. He inspired her to explore new possibilities in form
and color. In a letter to Robert, Van Horn writes of her work in Mexico, “I have advanced
incredibly in these few months … I shall paint the rest of my life.” 19 Van Horn remained
in Mexico until December 1926.
Around this time, she painted The Gatherer (Figure 4). The work contains the
same rounded quality as Figure 2 and others from this period. Her colors are vibrant and
lively. The artist applied varying tones to create three dimensionality, such as the folds in
clothing and the light that catches the fruit. She also applied contrasting tones among the
figure’s limbs, perhaps to reflect a shadow. These techniques all reflect her exploration of
the relationship between light and color. The bold and thick brushwork create a highly
stylized landscape in the background, while the figure was painted in a more blended
manner. The woman appears heroic atop a rock, with vast lands and bright colors
emanating from her. The work is in drastic contrast to her illustrations. Van Horn’s
respect for countryside workers is evident. This subject matter is one she depicted
predominantly during this period in the 1920s. Although a rather stagnant scene, the artist
conveys energy through her artistic techniques. The curvilinear qualities evoke a sense of
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rhythm and movement. By 1926, she had already transformed significantly as an artist.
Her innate artistic skill is evident in her ability to create such evocative scenes.
Van Horn had rekindled her passion for art with a new sense of direction during
this period of her life. Her travels through Mexico prompted avid exploration. She
returned to Mexico City in 1927 for the entire summer, continuing to work with Rivera
on his murals for the Ministry of Public Education.20 Their friendship provided her with
her first exposure to the developing avant-garde trends in Europe. While her environment
offered support for experimentation, her work was entirely her own. She began to display
freedom from the constraints of academia and tradition. Mexico’s environment provided
her with the foundation for artistic expression and imagination. She took advantage of
this opportunity to experiment further. The artist valued Rivera’s feedback, bringing
work from San Antonio to Mexico for review. 21 Accomplished as they were, Van Horn’s
stylistic developments in San Antonio and Mexico helped to provide the foundation for
her radical achievements in California.
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Chapter 2: Transitions in the Bay Area
I. Context of Van Horn’s Arrival
When Van Horn launched her career at the beginning of the twentieth century, it
was a time of excitement and transition for art in the United States. Artists actively
searched for the definition of American art. The turn of the century ushered in diverse
efforts for answering that question. The search for a distinctly American style was often
characterized through scenery and depictions of modern American life. 22 Many
movements developed in response to economic, political and social instability.
Regionalism and Social Realism developed in the United States in the 1920s.
Regionalism highlighted hard working American people. It was characterized by
idealized images of rural towns, farmlands and manual labor.23 During the Great
Depression, the government was a major proponent for Regionalist art. Five federal relief
funds commissioned unemployed artists across the country to paint murals in public
buildings and offices. The programs were intended to promote American values through
accessible images and a legible painting style. 24 As well, the efforts aimed to encourage
unity and positivity in a time of suffering.
Social Realism was not as well received by the U.S. government and general
public, as it was often associated with political protest and social criticism. Artists used
their work to express the realities of everyday life, those of pain, corruption and
injustice.25 Van Horn’s work was typically passive in subject matter, while many
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American artists used the murals as inspiration to express their views and experiences
leading up to and during the Great Depression. The effects of Mexico’s politically and
socially driven murals in the wake of the Mexican Revolution spurred the development of
Social Realist art in the United States. Artists such as Van Horn flocked to Mexico, while
Mexican muralists traveled to the U.S. for commissions.26
The Van Horns moved to Berkeley in 1927. The Bay Area was in a period of
transition and there was tension among artistic communities. The region was known as a
highly active, rich environment for creativity and artistic freedom. Artists with a wide
variety of training backgrounds and styles congregated in communities and fostered an
environment of creative thought and personal expression. Van Horn’s work caught the
attention of local progressive individuals in the Bay Area upon arrival, as her art was
clearly influenced by Mexican modernism given that she had worked so closely with
Rivera. Her Social Realist tendencies continued for a couple years in California, while
the community was still wary of the style. Regionalism was also present in the Bay Area
region at the time and but was abundantly more popular.
When Rivera first arrived in San Francisco in 1928 to paint a mural for the San
Francisco Railroad Station, the community was divided.27 The majority of the local art
scene disapproved of his presence. They saw his association with Communism a
corrupting influence, especially those who believed art should not mix with politics.28 As
well, many local artists were displeased that Rivera’s commissions were not given to
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artists in the community.29 Progressive artists and collectors were intrigued by his work
and ideology. Rivera soon traveled back to California to paint a mural for the San
Francisco Art Institute. His socio-politically loaded style and advocacy for artistic
freedom profoundly impacted the Bay Area art scene. Certain panels among the
government-funded Coit Tower murals serve as the best example of his stylistic and
ideological influence on local artists.30 Van Horn did not work on these murals, and while
her work transitioned into a more distorted and figurative oeuvre once in California, her
drive for artistic freedom only strengthened.
Just a decade earlier, the Panama-Pacific International Exposition of 1915 had
planted the seeds for San Francisco to become an emerging avant-garde destination.31
The art exhibition at San Francisco’s Palace of Fine Arts exhibited over 11,400 works.32
While the majority of the art skewed traditional and conservative, a small portion of
works displayed recent developments in Europe. 33 The initial reaction to the Fauve,
Expressionist and Futurist work was unfavorable among local conservative groups, who
preferred the uncontroversial landscapes of Claude Monet and the decorative character of
Pierre Puvis de Chavannes.34 Yet, a small artistic group emerged in San Francisco,
invigorated by the unconventional forms of expression.35
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The more conservative artists preferred traditional academic approaches to
painting, imbued by the values of Hudson River School and European landscape painters
such as the Barbizons. They depicted their surroundings through accurate perspectives
and realistic color renderings.36 However, the artist communities of the Bay Area region
were certainly united in their passion for the inherent beauty of their physical
environment and the will to depict its singularity. 37 This belief was reinforced by the rise
of nationalism in the twentieth century and the pursuit of uniquely American art.
California’s geographical location enabled a sense of isolation from the
developments occurring in Paris and New York. The Exposition seemingly weakened
that notion; it sparked a new sense of liberation and innovation for artistic growth. The
exposition made a prompt impact through the founding of art societies, galleries and
associations seeking this spirit of new artistic possibilities, but its effects did not solidify
until the 1920s.38 Upon arrival, Van Horn would be welcomed into the growing
community of figures spearheading the progression of modern art in the Bay Area, and
she would display clear connection to the movements occurring in avant-garde
epicenters.
II. Important Figures, Galleries and Associations
Amidst California’s prevailing taste for realism in the 1920s, the push for
modernism was in full force by a group of artists in San Francisco associated with the
Montgomery Street group, a community of artists named after their studios on, or near,
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Montgomery Street.39 This internal group solidified themselves as local advocates for
contact with avant-garde concepts in expression and interpretation. 40 Artists included
both established and emerging artists; Gottardo Piazzoni, Lucien Labaudt, Maynard
Dixon, Ralph Stackpole, Otis Oldfield, John Emmett Gerrity, Marjorie Eaton, Marian
Simpson, Anne Bremer and Ray Boynton. There were also many more associated artists
within the group and the community.41 With regard to Van Horn, these artists were some
of her close friends and colleagues. They were accompanied by local gallerists, curators
and journalists who pioneered the organization of unconventional exhibitions.
The Exposition prompted local art institutions to reexamine their curriculum
within the larger context of developing movements, such as the California School of Fine
Arts (CSFA). Lee Randolph was appointed the new director in 1917 with the goal to
develop a more progressive curriculum. As a result, many traditionalist instructors at the
institution resigned.42 Gottardo Piazzoni, a reputable artist and professor, remained. He
openly supported the European avant-garde work at the Exposition, saying “I strongly
believe in any movement that makes for the advancement of art and the development of
individuality." 43 Ralph Stackpole was a young artist at the forefront of the Bay Area art
scene in the 1920s.44 He had worked with leading modernists in Europe and Mexico, and
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he was an important advocate for artistic freedom and experimentation. 45 Stackpole
unequivocally supported Rivera’s art and played a large role in Rivera’s San Francisco
commissions.
With strong support from Stackpole, Beatrice Judd Ryan founded Galerie Beaux
Arts in 1925 with the mission to increase the region’s interaction with international art
movements.46 The gallery became central to San Francisco’s progressive art activity
through contemporary exhibitions and sales. It held group and individual shows by local
or nationally acclaimed artists, and spearheaded loan exhibitions of Bay Area private
collections, including Albert Bender’s collection. 47 Bender was the first and most
prominent collector of this progressive group. Galerie Beaux Arts played an initial role in
Mexican Muralism’s influence on local artists, when Rivera’s original designs for his
Ministry of Education frescos exhibited at the gallery.48 Van Horn’s first show with the
gallery was Exhibition of Drawings, Water Colors and Oils by noted Mexican artists in
January 1928.49 Galerie Beaux Arts exhibited European artists as well, an example being
the April 1930 exhibition of Modern French Art. It contained works by Matisse and
Picasso, among others.50 Local artists internalized their exposure to exponents of
Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, Fauvism, Cubism and Expressionism, which
resulted in further experimentation and individual expression.51
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The East West Gallery was another venue that emerged as a force in the
developing art scene. It opened in August 1927 with a mission to promote leading avantgarde art among the Bay Area. Under director Mildred Taylor, the gallery endorsed
national and international contemporary art through exhibitions, lectures, artist
workshops and public demonstrations.52 The East West Gallery’s debut in August
included Western artists Raymond Johnson and Andrew Dasburg.53 Numerous
international exhibitions confronted Northern California’s divided art scene, such as Loan
and Sales Exhibitions of Contemporary Works by Artists from Various Parts of the World
and Ecole de Paris, both in 1928.54 The latter included works by Picasso, Georges
Braque and Andre Derain.55 The East West Gallery was also progressive in its business
tactics by implementing an installment plan of monthly payments toward a collector’s
purchase. 56 Van Horn promptly exhibited at the gallery in 1927, then again in 1928, and
sold work through the payment plan. 57
The Oakland Art Gallery emerged as one of the most progressive and explorative
venues in Northern California prior to 1935. Founded as a result of interest originating
the 1915 Exposition, the gallery displayed a variety of national and international art
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movements, from conservative to radical.58 This occurred under the direction of the longterm director, William Henry Clapp.59 The Oakland Art Gallery also held a number of
annual exhibitions that consistently generated press coverage. Van Horn participated in
many of these annual exhibitions and won a number of prizes. The gallery’s exhibitions
contributed to the development of art scenes in cities outside of San Francisco and
connected the regions’ progressive efforts. It displayed the most avant-garde works by
European Expressionists, Constructivists and Dadaists.60 A traveling show of
Constructivists from Russia, Hungary and Germany exhibited at the gallery in 1927.61 In
January 1928, Thirty European Modernists commenced the new year. 62 In May,
Synchromism displayed works by S. Macdonald Wright and Morgan Russell. 63 These are
only a few examples of the diverse exhibitions that the gallery hosted. The gallery made a
point to exhibit movements from across the United States and Europe, not solely from
Paris. Van Horn first exhibited at the Oakland Art Gallery in June 1928 and continued to
exhibit or serve as a jurist through the next five years.
The Oakland Art League and the Berkeley Art League further encouraged the
growth of art scenes outside of San Francisco, generating noteworthy exhibitions and
events that created ample press exposure and tourism. The San Francisco Art League and
San Francisco Art Association (SFAA) were also important establishments in the
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region.64 Art leagues and associations were foundational to the development of the Bay
Area’s art scene. The annual exhibitions allowed for established and emerging local
artists, many of whom were women, to display their work. With the growing numbers of
professional women artists, women had the opportunity to compete with their male
counterparts and challenge the male-dominated art scene. Van Horn participated in all of
these establishments through the 1940s. She exhibited in the SFAA annual events on a
regular basis, especially the watercolor exhibitions.
One of the most instrumental forces for European modernism in the region was
the German art dealer Galka Scheyer. Scheyer had been in the Bay Area for three years
by the time Van Horn arrived. They soon became good friends, working passionately to
organize respective progressive exhibitions during a time of skepticism. Scheyer founded
the Blue Four in March 1924, an Expressionist group consisting of Alexej von
Jawlensky, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee and Lyonel Feininger.65 Her career focused on
promoting, exhibiting and selling the Blue Four’s work.66 In October 1925, the Blue Four
debuted in California at Stanford University. Scheyer had swiftly acquainted herself with
influential figures in the Bay Area art scene.67 She was extremely knowledgeable in the
Blue Four’s theories of self-expression. A charismatic speaker, she successfully
explained to crowds how even the highly abstracted work of the Blue Four was relatable
to the human experience and modern art. This was important as the general public still
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struggled to appreciate the ultra-modern art. Her efforts resulted in consistent Blue Four
exhibitions and press, with an increasing public interest in the radical art. 68 Scheyer
generated interest and excitement around European modernism amidst local criticism.
Through her passion and determination, she established a place for herself in the art
world.69
The development of modernism in the Bay Area region was largely defined by
increased contact and exposure to avant-garde art. Jehanne Bietry-Salinger founded The
Argus: A Journal of Art Criticism, in 1927 to promote the discussion of contemporary art
events and accelerate California’s contact with developments occurring in New York and
abroad.70 The local coverage of national and international events in the art world was
insufficient, particularly with regard to more radical art. Bietry-Salinger sought to bridge
that gap.71 The Argus enabled the dissemination of art world news: events, debates,
controversies, trends and exhibition reviews.72 It avidly contributed to theoretical and
philosophical questions surrounding modern art, especially the debate regarding what
defines it. Van Horn was often referenced in The Argus and praised for her innovative
work, which was featured on numerous occasions. The publication offered its readers the
opportunity to think critically about relevant art developments. By confronting the
dichotomy in the region’s art scene and enabling critical thinking, it prompted personal
reflection and contemplation for anyone interested.
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These various efforts in the region often caused controversy and debate in the
crusade for transforming the region’s art scene. However, they collectively provided the
foundation for a radical art scene in the Bay Area. Their efforts only intensified and
expanded in the region in the 1930s and 1940s. Among the proponents for modernism in
the Bay Area, it would be amiss not to highlight the legendary women at the forefront of
the efforts. The East West Gallery and Beaux Arts Gallery were both run by women who
spearheaded modernist exhibitions and established their galleries as leading institutions
for progressive and radical art. Scheyer’s trailblazing for radical European art
transformed the Bay Area. The majority of the art leagues within the region were often
led by local women who pioneered as professional artists, despite prevalent sexism and
discrimination in society. Local artists such as Marian Simpson and Anne Bremer were
established artists in the region, but like Van Horn, are omitted from the narrative.
Women’s contributions to the development of art, whether through exhibitions, speeches,
classes, or other efforts, deserve further recognition. It is not difficult to find their integral
position in the art historical discourse, yet the majority remain unknown or in the
shadows of their male counterparts. Van Horn arrived during a transformative time, when
the art scene was developing but still had a long way to go. This context offers insight
into how Van Horn contributed to regional modernism starting in 1927. She associated
herself with these important figures, gained influence within the community and
displayed a definitive stylistic shift that proved radical for the community.
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Chapter 3: Van Horn in California
I. The Bay Area
Van Horn promptly immersed herself into the Bay Area community and culture.
She exhibited frequently, joined associations and formed meaningful friendships with
important figures in the region. Through my research, it became clear that Van Horn
herself was an influential figure to the development of the Bay Area art scene, although
her contributions have been overlooked in larger narratives. The artist’s initial
involvement with the art scene occurred promptly upon arrival in the fall of 1927. It was
likely through the East West Gallery’s 1927 Rivera exhibition that she became
acquainted with the community. Under Mildred Taylor’s direction, Van Horn
collaborated with Ralph Stackpole and Henry Swift, who had worked with Rivera in
Mexico in the early 1920s to accumulate Rivera’s works for the exhibition. Van Horn
lent a work titled Child Seated to the exhibition. Also included was Rivera’s portrait of
the artist Portrait – Mrs. R.O. Van Horn.73 She then participated in East West Gallery’s
December exhibition Oil Paintings, Water Colors, Etchings, Monotypes, Sculpture by
Notable Western Artists. She debuted her work alongside a carving by her husband
Robert, and artists including Piazzoni, Gerrity and Edward Hagedorn. Of the 60 artists in
the exhibition, Van Horn was among 14 who were reviewed by The Argus. Salinger
described Van Horn’s drawings as “masterly” and examples of “art for art’s sake.”74 Van
Horn had established her presence in the art scene, and her press reception continued to
be predominantly complimentary. The artist participated in a wide variety of exhibition
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themes, such as Western artists, Mexican artists and Abstractionists. Her wide breadth of
work and spirit for experimenting offered fertile material for critical examination of her
artistic development in the Bay Area.
As a member of the artistic community, she served on juries and boards,
volunteered at local events, and gave speeches and radio talks. She served on the boards
of the Berkeley League of Fine Arts, Oakland Art Gallery and the San Francisco Art
Association. She juried exhibitions, including the 1929 Oakland Annual at the Oakland
Art Gallery. Van Horn lectured on modern art and actively promoted it on a regional
scale. In February 1928, she was invited to speak on the debut episode of the KFRC “Art
Criticism” talk show, hosted by Mildred Taylor and Jehanne Bietry Salinger. On the
radio show, Van Horn spoke of her previous activities and work in Mexico City. 75 Her
radio talk was followed by episodes with Labaudt, Oldfield and Hamilton Wolf that same
month.76 Van Horn advocated for Rivera’s work as soon as she arrived in California and
continued to do so throughout her career.77 She eagerly helped gather his work and loan
her own collection for exhibitions. She acted as a correspondent for Rivera and relayed
news of his activities and accomplishments. When The Argus announced Rivera’s
appointment as director of the Art Institute of Moscow in May 1928, Van Horn was
named as the news source.78 In September 1928, Rivera gave a series of lectures at the
East West Gallery and Van Horn served as his interpreter.79 In 1929, she gave a speech
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about her work in her exhibition ‘modernist paintings in water color’ at the Kingsley Art
Club in Los Angeles.80 She also volunteered to spearhead committees and host events for
local galleries and clubs, such as the Western Women’s Club and the East West
Gallery.81
Between 1927 to 1932, Van Horn showed in over 25 exhibitions. The venues
included, but were not limited to, the East West Gallery, Galerie Beaux Arts, Berkeley
League of Fine Arts, Berkeley Art Museum, Oakland Art Gallery, Women’s City Club,
SFAA, Mills College Art Gallery and the Legion of Honor. These were her most active
years of exhibiting, and she was highlighted in favorable reviews on numerous occasions
by critics. Images of her works were published on occasion as well. In February 1928,
Van Horn exhibited at the Galerie Beaux Arts for the first time in an exhibition titled
‘noted Mexican artists.’ In Salinger’s lengthy review in The Argus, she wrote that Van
Horn’s drawings contained “a strange fascination and a warmth,” which express “fiery
mysticism.” Salinger indirectly quoted Van Horn, “who readily admits she has been
reborn to herself and to art.” She described the artist’s lines as “sharp and masculine,”
with tones of “a feline-like-lustre, a distinctively feminine quality.” Salinger pointed out
the benefit of seeing a group of Van Horn’s drawings together in order to fully grasp the
“soul and temperament which are reflected in them.” 82 Salinger was clearly taken with
the artist’s work. The critic pointed out how, even with Van Horn’s precise line, the artist
was still able to create expression and dynamism in her drawings. The reference to
masculine lines that still hold a feminine quality was a common comparison for female
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artists at the time, as if her work could not be judged outside the context of male artists’
work. 83 This inequity was the result of the prevailing male dominance in the art world
and the resonating notion that female artists had more sensitive relationships with nature
than men. In turn, female artists’ work was considered inherently different from that of
male artists. Nevertheless, Van Horn’s presence in the art scene continued to flourish.
She had begun to exhibit at the progressive galleries and her works were popular topics
of discussion.
Another career highlight was the Van Horn Family Showing at East West Gallery
from August to September 1928, which exhibited works by Van Horn, her husband and
their daughters. Van Horn submitted works created predominantly within the previous
year, along with a few from her years in Mexico. Salinger zealously reviewed the
exhibition in The Argus and praised the creative family’s talent and highlighting the
beauty throughout their work. She named Van Horn the “animator” of the family show
and classified her work as “intellectual” and “true art.” Salinger referenced Rivera as a
conspicuous influence, but recognized Van Horn’s personal style, “complex and
sophisticated,” amidst surrounding influences. 84 Mexican Girl (Figure 5), a drawing of a
girl with simplified and stylized facial features, hair and hands, was featured in the
article. The subject’s dress contains defined and concentrated shading, with minute folds
and fabric details. Van Horn’s own tendencies are evident in the varying derivatives. The
subject matter reflects her influence from Mexico, pictorialized with precise lines that at
times create stylized aspects.
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In 1930, Van Horn’s untitled drawing (Figure 6) was featured in multiple
newspaper reviews of the SFAA’s 52nd Annual Exhibition at the Palace of the Legion of
Honor. President William Gerstle stated that the jury’s selected works were “measured by
the best standards of art in each class.”85 This exhibition was significant for its nationwide artist entries and its broad scope of styles. Gerstle labeled the show progressive, “as
nothing but vital work has been chosen.” Leading artists were included from conservative
to very radical, but the majority of selections leaned radical. 86 H. L. Dungan, art critic for
The Oakland Tribune, reviewed the experimental works with contempt. He grouped Van
Horn’s entry with works on paper he labeled “good works,” likely because of its
representational nature. With regard to the more abstract works by Stuart Davis and Walt
Kuhn, among others, he questioned the skill of the artists and significance of their work.87
Van Horn won a $100 prize for ‘most interesting drawing’ of the exhibition; its
photograph was featured in The Oakland Tribune and The San Francisco Examiner
articles.88 This was a notable work for Van Horn to have highlighted, and although
Rivera is again referenced as an influence, critics noted the drawing’s innovative quality.
During the same month, Bobind Behari Lal of the San Francisco Examiner wrote a
second review, describing the drawing as “very modern” and imaginative. 89 The artist’s
own adaptations are evident in the soft lines and shading of Figure 6, as well as through
its elongated nature. Van Horn’s forms had become more geometric, from the rectilinear
necks to the perfectly rounded heads and hairlines. A whimsicality emanates from the
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flowers and fruits applied through contrasting shades. The reviews differed depending
upon each art critic. Dungan traditionally favored conservative artists in his reviews
while Lal took a more considerate approach that was generally skewed toward the radical
artists, but still complementary of all. Lehre’s stance was important because although she
did not enjoy all of the radical works and stated that ‘modern’ art has perhaps been boiled
down to meaningless abstract canvases, she expressed her excitement for how the works
would generate publicity, debate and growth in the local art scene.90
Van Horn’s progression into abstract tendencies and her reputation as a
progressive artist was evident by the early 1930s. In 1933, the artist participated in one of
San Francisco’s most significant exhibitions of the year, “Abstract Paintings by European
and American Artists,” which opened at the Legion of Honor on April 25.91 The traveling
exhibition surveyed the development and course of artistic expression translated through
abstract forms.92 The array of ultra-modern, non-representational art posed a shock to the
local public, but presented the opportunity to consider one’s imagination and emotions.
The exhibition included artists including Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, Fernand Léger,
Joan Miró and Americans Max Weber, Raymond Johnson and David Park.93 Van Horn
discussed the upcoming exhibition in correspondence with her daughter, Margaret, in
1932. The artist wrote how she would likely send a recently completed, “large abstract
nude.” The work she ultimately showed was titled From Nine to Two.94 It is unknown if
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this is the aforementioned abstract nude. Regardless, Van Horn was highlighted in The
Honolulu Advertiser as among the artists who exhibited the most abstract works:
Beginning with the school which arose with Picasso and declared that all nature
could be reduced to geometric forms, the gradual development of painting may be
traced through the work of Auguste Herbin and others, by whom rounded forms
were blocked out but still quite recognizable, to the very subjective treatment of
such artists as Waz Weber, Lucretia Van Horn, and Lucien Labaudt. 95
For Van Horn to be placed on the farthest end of subjective work in this major exhibition
was a great accomplishment for an artist who had only recently begun working in this
manner. Her artistic style had made a significant transition in the years leading up to
1933, beginning with her realist work of indigenous Mexico to the more expressive and
abstract works she had exhibited up to this point. At the time of this exhibition, Van Horn
was pioneering local modernist developments in the Bay Area, a movement which would
not explode in the region until the following decade. These examples of Van Horn’s press
reception offer a perspective into the depth of her recognition and accomplishments
within the community.
California proved to be a supportive and rich environment for the artist’s creative
progression. “For the first time I feel perfectly freed from everything but my own stuff –
and independent of what others think – a great step for the feeble tottering of the past. But
I put a more searching analysis in my work.”96 Her comments to Margaret in 1932
display Van Horn’s growth as an artist and the depth of her creative endeavors. Over the
course of her career, Van Horn advocated for freedom in artistic expression and from
constraints the of society. Margaret passed away in 1932, soon after this
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correspondence.97 Margaret’s death gave pause to her mother’s fervent artistic endeavors
for a time. Robert’s military service brought the couple to Georgia that same year. They
did not return to California until 1940. The artist continued to work and exhibit in the
1930s, but infrequently. Her most prominent endeavors with modernism likely began
around the end of the 1930s or beginning of the 1940s, when she worked in total
abstraction and Surrealist styles. As European artists fled to the United States during
World War II, the Bay Area grew as a creative epicenter, and the community welcomed
Europeans artists such as Max Beckmann and Stanley William Hayter. 98 When Robert
died in 1941, the artist phoned her friend Marjorie Eaton, who lived with her mother at
the Briones Estate in Palo Alto. Seeking a home and the company of a friend, Van Horn
moved into the Briones Estate and remained there until her death in 1970. There is little
information about Van Horn’s activities during her years at the Briones Estate. Her active
participation in the community waned in terms of exhibitions, lectures and volunteer
work. Though she rarely exhibited in the 1940s, the works she did submit to the shows
speak for themselves: she had progressed into an utterly abstract style. As well, she
underwent a surrealist phase, which at that point encompassed the Bay Area art scene. By
1950, she had most likely wrapped up her artistic endeavors.
II. Relationships
Over the course of Van Horn’s activities and accomplishments in the Bay Area
region, she had formed many significant friendships. She was a kind and gentle woman,
with a larger-than-life personality. Local artist Gordon Newell described her as, “always
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in the center of things.”99 Van Horn helped people in numerous different ways. She
mentored young or emerging artists, providing them with encouragement and guidance in
their further artistic exploration and development. For many of her colleagues and
mentees, she was the connection to important figures in the region’s art scene. She
supported her colleagues’ endeavors and nurtured an environment for the community’s
progression and growth.
Van Horn remained friends with Rivera while she lived in California. Their
friendship was built on respect and admiration for one another’s talent. She became a
contact for him in the Bay Area and, as discussed, passionately promoted his work. She
was friends with two of his wives, Lupe Marín and Frida Kahlo. Van Horn introduced
Rivera to important figures within the community such as Galka Scheyer and Bernard
Zakheim.100 It was through Van Horn’s introduction that the concept for the Blue Four’s
first exhibition in Mexico was created, organized by Scheyer and Rivera. Rivera painted
Van Horn’s portrait in the Ministry of Education building, as well as Portrait of Lucretia.
She drew Portrait of Diego and Lupe, most likely during her time in Mexico City.
Van Horn also acted as a mentor to David Park, who later became a leading artist
in the Bay Area Figurative Movement. Park met Van Horn after moving back to
California in 1929. She made Park her protégé, introducing him to prominent artists
friends Marian Simpson and Ralph Stackpole. Following the introduction, Park’s first job
in California was assisting Stackpole with his sculptures for the San Francisco Stock
Exchange. Park subsequently met Rivera through Stackpole. 101 Rivera and Van Horn’s
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influence on him is evident in the style and content of Park’s work in the 1930s. For
example, in the early 1930s, Park painted The Van Horn Family, a depiction of Van Horn
and her family at home. This painting provides insight into their close relationship and
Park’s affinity to Van Horn.
Van Horn met Albert Bender through the 1927 exhibit at East West Gallery. They
became close friends and remained in contact during her time in Georgia. Bender’s
progressive art collection emphasized local contemporary artists alongside prominent
national and international artists. He encouraged other collectors to buy local
contemporary art. Bender owned at least two works by Van Horn, The Embroiderer and
Mexican Family, which now reside in the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. He was a
dear friend to Van Horn’s entire family as well. In 1932, after Margaret had recently
passed, he gifted Van Horn a scarf for Christmas. In their correspondence, Van Horn
thanked him for the scarf but also wrote in admiration, “...I want to express in my letter
the dear love and high appreciation I feel for you, for all you have done for me and my
dear Margaret … These last years of our mutual anxiety for her have given me a rare
insight and appreciation of your high qualities as a friend.”102 Bender and Van Horn
clearly developed a strong personal relationship over many years, one that was built on
mutual admiration for each other.
Many of her friends created portraits of Van Horn, out of admiration and respect
for the artist. Along with Rivera and Park, Zakheim also painted a portrait of Van Horn,
and Henry Swift captured her image in a 1932 photograph that is now in the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Van Horn and her circle of friends also traded works
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of art among each other. While residing in Georgia, Van Horn wrote to Bender, “I wanted
to send you a really [illegible] drawing or watercolor for Christmas - but have done none
I think worthy. But the first one will go to you.” Eaton’s house would have a rotation of
works by numerous artist colleagues, including Gerrity, Rivera and Kandinsky. Van Horn
owned a number of her friends' works, including The Family by David Park (1933), Oil
Refinery, Mexico, 1931 by Pablo O’Higgins and many by Rivera. 103 Van Horn valued the
advice of others, often showing colleagues her work and soliciting their feedback. In
California, she would invite her artist friends, including Simpson and Ryder, into her
home to review her work.104 Van Horn exhibited alongside all of the aforementioned
artists. Her influence had a profound impact on countless artistic colleagues in the Bay
Area while she refined her own creative and explorative pursuits. As she encouraged and
challenged her colleagues to further their interests and imaginative output, Van Horn
actively contributed to the development and progress of local modernism in the Bay Area
region.
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Chapter 4: Artistic Analysis
I. Scope of Work
Van Horn’s residences in the Bay Area display the breadth of her artistic
explorations. The shifting atmosphere in the region was exciting and provided a fruitful
environment for the artist. Within her first three years there, she had exhibited a variety
of styles in local leading galleries and museums. Van Horn created art for pleasure; she
was not under pressure to sell, and there was no need to keep a precise record of her
work. As a result, many of her works are undated and untitled. Her dated works are not
exact, with many labeled ‘circa.’ Nevertheless, dates are not integral to recognizing her
avid exploration in avant-garde styles and concepts. As well, her ability to create,
liberated from sales pressure and approval, enabled her to freely explore herself and her
art to the furthest extent. Her reaction to her new environment and presence of European
influences were evident in one of her initial works created in California, Portrait of
Galka Scheyer (Figure 7). The work displays Van Horn’s friend drawn in delicate lines
and controlled shading. The soft and spherical style in her depiction of Scheyer reflects
influences from Mexican modernism, but Van Horn adapted the work to be more distinct
and precise. She stylized Scheyer’s features, hair and clothing and applied dramatic
shading to depict an elegant woman. The response to her newfound community can be
seen in the portrait’s delicacy and subtle distortion.
Van Horn’s watercolors reveal a definitive shift from her previous techniques.
Figure Composition no. II (Figure 8), painted by 1932, shows the exploration of gestural
brushwork. The strokes are immediate and harsh. The figure is implied by the sinuous,
intertwining lines down the center of the composition. Body parts are defined by the
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approximate relationship between sporadic lines and expressive brushwork. Woman with
a Purse (Figure 9), likely painted in the mid to late 1930s, evokes energy and emotion.
The work was painted in clashing saturated and earthy colors, with coarse brushstrokes
that create a sense of urgency and emotion. Van Horn has reduced many aspects of the
woman to general shapes. The forceful brushwork, distortion and simplification of
elements reflect her exploration with the technical qualities of Expressionists. The Blue
Four’s presence likely influenced this new direction. Figure 10 displays a more abstract
rendering of the human body. The figure is identifiable through definitive lines that
intersect to form simplified shapes. Color does not have a relationship with line; it is
merely for emotional and aesthetic effects. The saturated colors and energetic brushwork
reflect qualities of Fauvism. Both Figure 8 and Figure 10 contain a striking combination
of drawing and painting. As well, they are far more abstract than Figure 9. The reduction
of natural or anatomical forms to simple lines and color strongly resemble approaches by
Picasso and Matisse.
Two Reclining Nudes (Figure 11), attributed to Van Horn, is dated as an early
work from California, 1932-1933.105 If the attribution is correct, the painting would
represent an important development in her body of work. The simplified composition and
sinuous bodies strongly imbue figurative qualities. Elements of the composition have
been reduced to flat forms in an unconventional perspective. While Van Horn often took
cues from external sources, her own imaginative qualities were always present. Her use
of line appears free and lenient, traced in disjointed paths. The rough paint application is
consistent throughout the canvas in varying colors. The tonalities provide texture and
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sense of light, creating a subtle and soft dynamism in the composition. A rhythmic
movement emanates from the canvas, and while the lines are figurative of human form,
one soon becomes lost in the horizontal planes of weaving lines. This notion, in
combination with the hatching technique, creates an unusual and imaginative work. Van
Horn’s developments in evoking movement and senses through the relationship between
color and line reflect a curious nature and innovative approach. The compelling layering
technique, which shows lines that would not be visible in a representational viewpoint,
such as the hand underneath the cloth in the foreground, is applied in Van Horn’s later
work too.
Figure 12 depicts the subject matter in a Cubist approach. The composition
contains abstract forms varying from flat to three dimensional. Some forms are
identifiable and others not, but the work does not abandon representational imagery
altogether. The figure’s body is created by overlapping volumetric shapes. The mirroring
spirals are the clearest indicator of a human body, alluding to breasts. From this, the head,
torso and lower body are identifiable. Van Horn again applied white hatching to create
shading, this time more pronounced throughout the work. Furthermore, the artist filled in
certain smaller shapes with darker colors as a form of shading. The body parts are
distinguished by shape and color, but their lines intertwine. Aside from the body, the rest
of the composition is primarily non-representational.
Figure 13 reflects influence specifically from both Picasso and Synthetic Cubism,
evident in the flattened perspective, geometric forms and the highly structured
composition. The composition contains a sense of verticality, juxtaposed by the central
horizontal line. The vertical lines intertwine in a lyrical manner and create fluidity in the
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work. The eyes are the only identifiable natural feature. The larger eye, decorative and
over exaggerated, suggests a human body. The majority of the composition remains
unidentifiable, with geometric shapes, patterns and colors that create a sense of naivety
and playfulness.
Untitled (Abstract Sunbathers) (Figure 14) reflects Van Horn’s exploration in
both Fauvism and Cubism. It is highly simplified and purely geometric; the only contents
of the work are the bathers and towels, all of which are reduced to basic forms and flat
perspectives. The structure of the composition is utterly elemental, strictly organized by
definitive lines and saturated colors. The limbs that reach over their respective towels
assume the color of the shape they overlap, seen in the three different colors of one of the
arms. To reference human features, Van Horn incorporated dots and lines for facial
features, naive squiggles for hair and circles or semi-circles as breasts. The simplified and
abstract manner of breasts is seen abundantly in Picasso’s reclining nudes. Untitled
(Abstract Sunbathers) exemplifies her experimentation and adaptation of prominent
European trends. Similar to her watercolors, Figures 13 and 14 both contain a
combination of drawing and painting.
In great contrast, Woman with a Fan (Figure 15) is opulently decorative and
ornate. The composition is methodically organized by geometric shapes of distorted
perspective, drawn in definitive lines with Van Horn’s innate technical skill. The
woman’s sweeping arm controls the dynamism of the drawing. The work as a whole is
rhythmic and playful, and the arm’s motion creates a circular narrative among the
rectilinear forms and planes. Both arms contain an undulating design that further
enhances the sense of movement, accompanied by the same curvilinear shapes to the
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woman’s left. The outlining designs encircle the woman to create a rhythmic quality. Her
facial features are purely stylized and abstract. Much of this drawing is left open for
interpretation. The cross is an unusual motif as Van Horn was not a religious woman,
which raises the question of whether this is a portrait of someone specific. The object
atop her head offers an additional mystery. The imaginative and confusing nature of the
composition, as well as the general date, corresponded with the prominent presence of
Surrealism in the United States.
Van Horn’s body of work is so diverse because she experimented with a wide
array of styles. The highly decorative and surrealist quality to Figure 15 is in great
contrast to Figure 16, which reflects Van Horn’s adaptation of Russian and Expressionist
avant-garde movements. Figure 16 is utterly geometric. The fragmented composition is
organized by precise lines and angles. Van Horn was clearly looking toward Kandinsky’s
In the Black Square (Im Schwarzen Viereck). The works are strikingly similar, but Van
Horn further reduced the content and structure of line and color. Superfluous lines,
designs and colors have been omitted. The intersecting relationships between the lines are
strictly to form various angular shapes or to intersect with the circles and crescents. Van
Horn chose not to color certain shapes, which creates negative space on the canvas.
Although the objects are flat, the lines in the foreground form a vanishing point that
create a sense of perspective. Kandinsky’s work depicts the mountains, sky, sun, clouds
and a rainbow. Van Horn refined these natural objects to their purest forms, adapting the
shapes in the lower left corner to form a person. The dynamic relationship among the
shapes creates a balanced structure. Van Horn created a radical work within her own
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interests and experimentation. It reflects her will to further explore what she saw and
experienced in her local environment.
Untitled (Abstract Landscape) (Figure 17) is an example of a work bordering
representation and abstraction. The watercolor is almost unidentifiable, but the
rudimentary structures and trees in the foreground offer guidance. The composition is
organized by angular, overlapping planes in concert with patterns and motifs.
Components of the landscape, whether the natural setting or man-made structures, are
identifiable through the changing color planes among the elemental lines. The work
appears mystical and naive, with no real sense of place. The flat perspective, angular
forms and simplicity to the composition create a highly abstract work. This watercolor
reflects Van Horn’s interest in the Bauhaus, especially Paul Klee and Vasily Kandinsky’s
work from the 1920s. Klee, for his decorative qualities, and Kandinsky, for his strict
lineation. The prompts adapted by Van Horn are evident in Klee’s more elemental
compositions, such as The Gate To Hades (1921) and Plants and Stars (1927), which
were included in the Blue Four collection that Scheyer frequently exhibited around the
Bay Area region.106 Figure 17 contains qualities and linear forms similar to Kandinsky’s
Bauhaus watercolors, such as Aglow (1928).107 Van Horn extended beyond just the
practice of simplifying forms for the sake of ‘modernism;’ she explored the abilities of
color in relation to angular forms, creating a narrative and sense of space.
Her work during this later period also reflected the influences of World War II.
The jarring Figure 18 represents the horrors of the war front. The forceful and
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incongruent brushwork of deep greens, purples and grays evokes anxiety and unrest. The
dark and chaotic nature of the work reflected reality. The work contains varying effects
of light, all with overtones of gray. The center holds the darkest hues, while the pinks and
purples emerge prominently in the surrounding space and encircle the ship. The dull
yellow sun does little to shine over the scene.108 The white hatching again represents
movement and physical tension throughout the work. In a similar execution to Untitled
(Abstract Landscape), the structure of the composition is dominated by the basic,
geometric shapes. The work is dynamic despite its one-dimensionality and structural
reduction. The ship’s diagonal and curvilinear lines create planar mobility, while the
energetic brushwork and shifting tones create a sense of urgency and action. Van Horn
effectively pictorialized emotions and senses onto the canvas through abstract lines and
the expressive use of bold color. Her work in this later period marks another turning point
in her body of work. It clearly exhibits her interactions with trends stemming from
Europe, which at that point had profoundly influenced developments in modern art in
America.
By 1946, Van Horn had entered the realm of total abstraction. Although undated,
Van Horn exhibited Drawing (Figure 19) at the San Francisco Art Association’s 10th
Annual Drawing and Print Exhibition in February 1946. The work earned an honorable
mention, and its image was featured in the exhibition catalog. 109 Figure 19 extends
beyond her previous Cubist tendencies. The non-representational forms are distinct
through variations in color, pattern and texture. The components show some relation to
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one another in terms of alignment and mirroring, but the meaning behind the work
remains a personal idea of Van Horn’s. Movement Up (Figure 20) is another utterly
abstract work, exhibited at the San Francisco Museum of Art in October 1948. Similar to
Drawing, this work solely contains arrangements of rectilinear and curvilinear lines. The
definitive, sinuous lines almost mimic those of printed music. Van Horn pictorialized a
sense of rhythm. Her application of paint and brushwork is diverse, with lines painted in
varying thicknesses. Some shapes are filled by thick, dark paint, while others contain
lighter coloring and loose or expressive brushwork. Linear patterns appear within shapes,
or float in negative space. Her work exemplifies her exploration into the theoretical and
analytical aspects of abstract art. She had the ability to represent the intangible senses of
movement through a work of art, as many artists of her time sought to do.
Van Horn also experimented with Surrealist tendencies. Surrealism and PostSurrealism were increasingly popular in the United States by the 1940s and a prevailing
trend in post-World War II America. By the mid-1940s, the Bay Area’s drive for
experimentation had grown and intensified across various disciplines of the arts. Figure
21 depicts unidentifiable objects floating in the composition and displays influence from
Miró. The objects interact, but there is no true sense of space, nor is there any indication
of the subject or meaning. In this work, Van Horn pictorialized an internal experience.
This movement is rarer in her oeuvre but signifies her interest in a significantly wide
variety of movements.
II. Contemporaries
Van Horn’s work shows many similarities to certain contemporaries, in content
and style, but her personal explorations are evident throughout her diverse body of work.
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Rivera was a close colleague and obvious influence. His work encouraged her to establish
an entirely new style and to explore beyond the boundaries of her academic training. She
created her own style through rich colors and stylized qualities, continuing to adapt the
latter throughout her career. Van Horn exhibited in the same shows as Rivera, including
Galerie Beaux Arts’ 1928 Exhibition of drawings, water colors and oils by noted
Mexican artists and Delphic Studios’ 1930 Exhibition of works of Mexican artists and
artists of the Mexican School. From the mid to late 1920s Van Horn’s work reflects
influence from Rivera’s style of painting, but that effect waned by around 1930 as she
sought new inspiration and forms of expression. Rivera is internationally recognized as a
leader in modern art. His works can be found in museums across the world. To the
general public, Van Horn may simply be remembered as a pupil of Rivera’s. Yet by the
late 1920s, she was among prominent Americans working in the Mexican modernist
style.
Gerrity and Simpson were two of Van Horn’s close friends with whom she often
exhibited alongside. All three artists exhibited at the 1930 annual no-jury exhibition at the
Berkeley Art Museum 1930.110 Van Horn and Simpson subsequently exhibited at the
1930 SFAA exhibit.111 Van Horn and Gerrity exhibited in the same shows regularly,
presumably because of their shared love for watercolor. However, Van Horn was not as
keen to use such saturated colors as Gerrity often did. All three artists pioneered for
freedom of expression in their own ways, experimenting individually with new
movements. Simpson is known for her work in the government-funded murals during the
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Great Depression, as well as her later work of Cubist tendencies. Men Digging can be
found in a few museums across the country, including The Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the Baltimore Museum of Art. Gerrity was best known for his expressive watercolors
and Synchronism. His work remains local to California museums. Both artists have an
almost non-existent auction presence.
In the 1930 SFAA 52nd Annual, Van Horn exhibited Drawing alongside
Henrietta Shore’s Women of Oaxaca, for which they both received prizes.112 Drawing
and Women of Oaxaca contain similar vernacular from both women’s travels and
inspiration from Mexico. The works share verticality, simplicity and stylization. Shore’s
body of work from Mexico displays an intense sense of rhythm and movement. Van Horn
also applied these effects, first in her works from Mexico then later, as well, when her
work became increasingly abstract. Both women created scenes inspired by Mexico that
contained whimsical and magical qualities. Shore extended and intensified these notions
beyond the subject of indigenous women into landscapes and flowers. Her artistic activity
stretched across the United States, working prominently in New York for a time. She is
now internationally recognized as a pioneering modernist. Her work resides in acclaimed
museums such as the Smithsonian American Art Museum, San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, Dallas Museum of Art and Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art.
Van Horn played an important role in David Park’s stylistic development by
serving as his mentor. Given their close relationship, it is only natural for certain works to
bear resemblance. This is evident in Park’s early figurative work as well as his genesis
series, both from the 1930s. Two Girls on the Beach strongly resembles Van Horn’s Two
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Reclining Nudes (Figure 11). Figure 14, Untitled (Abstract Sunbathers), resembles the
simplified nature and definitive coloring of Park’s genesis series. Park went on to become
one of the most prominent artists of the Bay Area Figurative Movement. Ironically, Two
Reclining Nudes is listed online as “Attributed to Lucretia Van Horn, School of David
Park.” In the brief note, she was labeled a protégé of Park.113 Van Horn had again been
labeled within the context of male counterparts when, in fact, she served as an inspiration
to them as well.
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Conclusion
Uncovering Van Horn’s profound impact on the Bay Area art scene was a
fascinating and rewarding process. In fact, the scope of her impact was far greater than
one would expect given her relative obscurity in artistic literature. Van Horn not only
integrated herself into the arts community but established herself regionally as a leading
proponent for modernism. The artist definitely followed her own path. She did not
conform to any one movement or style, but instead chose to experience what she wished.
She was passionate about her beliefs and shared them with her friends and colleagues.
After spending time working in Mexico, she brought an ardent drive for artistic
exploration upon her arrival in California. Her activities within the first few months in the
Bay Area clearly made a memorable first impression on the region. The invitation to
speak on the debut episode of the KFRC “Art Criticism” exemplifies the community’s
immediate intrigue with Van Horn, her work and her ideas. Her selection for the debut of
the talk show series attested her importance and value in the discussion of contemporary
art and events. It also placed her at the forefront of endeavors to develop a progressive art
scene in the Bay Area.
As previously discussed, Van Horn regularly participated in exhibitions at
emerging galleries and museums. She exhibited alongside nationally and internationally
acclaimed artists. The extent to which she exhibited, and the importance of certain shows,
have unveiled a highly active and reputable artist. Her skill and innovation were
recognized by the juries that awarded her prizes and honorable mentions in these
exhibitions. Furthermore, her consistent press reception affirms her relevancy as a
pioneering artist amidst the changing atmosphere in the Bay Area. She was continuously
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highlighted in exhibition reviews as one of the prominent artists in the shows. On
numerous occasions, her works were described as modern or abstract, or as stand-out
pieces. As a mentor to emerging artists, she further enriched the community with new
talent and creativity. These findings reinforce the position that Van Horn served as an
important contributor to regional modernism in the Bay Area, despite having been largely
unrecognized for her efforts.
It is abundantly clear that Van Horn had developed a new style after she moved to
California. Her work in Mexico was already considered modern when she arrived in the
Bay Area, and her stylistic developments in the following four years were progressive for
the region. However, further research revealed a far wider and diverse stylistic scope in
her later body of work. Figure 8 and Figure 11 offer insight into the modern tendencies
the artist had quickly developed in California. Although many of her works are undated,
the exhibition history of numerous works solidifies the fact that she worked in abstraction
by 1932.114 As well, her participation in the 1933 Legion of Honor show offered insight
into her prominence in the field. Exhibition reviews place her at the forefront of contact
with European avant-garde tendencies in the Bay Area. Her works show her exposure to
modernist trends occurring abroad and in New York, displaying intense explorations in
Fauvism, German Expressionism, Constructivism and Cubism. Picasso, Matisse and
Miró were clear European influences on her body of work. In the 1930 Oakland Art
Gallery, Van Horn was among the group of progressive and radical artists who received
criticism for their submissions. Yet, the extent of her artistic explorations stretched far

Figure 8’s exhibition history reveals it was exhibited in the First Annual Exhibition of Watercolor
Paintings at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor, December 5, 1932 - January 8, 1933.
114
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beyond her late 1920s into early 1930s work that bordered between figurative and
abstract art.
Van Horn’s later work, from around the 1940s onward, reveals total abstraction
and Surrealism, creating an even larger dialogue concerning the artist’s body of work.
Figures 18 and 19 show significant progression into highly abstracted tendencies. It is
remarkable that she successfully worked in all of these styles, with numerous approaches,
within the span of just two decades. Van Horn internalized these movements and trends;
she did not simply copy them, but instead adapted them as she pleased. She constantly
reexamined the concepts and techniques behind these movements with her own ideas and
context. Her drive for creativity is easily recognized. Many American artists were
accused and ridiculed for simply copying the visual aesthetics of modern art without truly
exploring the meaning behind them. Van Horn’s correspondence revealed she cared
deeply about the concepts she integrated in her work, and less about the purely visual
aspects. She considered the theories underlying abstract art and sought new forms and
perspectives for representing natural objects with less regard for accuracy. These
endeavors show she understood and resonated with the ideas of modernism. As well, her
Surrealist work demonstrates her ability to pictorialize the subconscious onto a canvas.
These findings convey her progressive output and relevancy in regional modernism. She
had the opportunity to create the work she desired. As an ardent explorer, this opened
doors to endless experiments and possibilities.
The artist’s most active years, from 1927 through 1932, culminated with the
major 1933 Legion of Honor exhibition. She was clearly an established artist in the Bay
Area at that time. When she and Robert moved to Georgia in 1932, it is intriguing to
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consider how the course of her work might have evolved had she stayed in the Bay Area.
She was not present during the height of the government-sponsored mural initiatives in
California, and it would have been interesting to see if Van Horn would have participated
in these efforts. Many of her close colleagues, including Zakheim, Stackpole and
Simpson, worked on the controversial Coit Tower murals between 1933-1934, which
were financed through the Public Works of Art Project (PWAP). However, at this time,
she had already moved on from her Mexican modernist and Social Realist style in order
to work in a far more abstracted manner. While her colleagues created Social Realist
public art amidst the government’s prevailing taste for Regionalist murals, Van Horn
searched for inspiration in Georgia. She did not stop working while there, but revealed it
was difficult to find inspiration in that setting. The Bay Area invigorated her creativity
much more so than did Georgia. Around the time she returned to California in 1940, her
artistic engagement and production seemed to return to their earliest levels of vibrancy.
The expansion of the Bay Area’s art scene during the war undoubtedly provided fresh
inspiration and spurred her creative output in Surrealism and total abstraction. Her
humble achievements as a pioneering radical artist among leaders in Abstraction speak
for themselves.
Despite Van Horn having worked and exhibited alongside artists who are well
known today, her artistic legacy remains largely in the shadows. Many of her friends
including Clapp, Park, Oldfield and Stackpole enjoy widespread recognition as the
pioneers in the development of modernism in the Bay Area. There appears to be a trend;
this dialogue is overwhelmingly male-dominated. In recent decades there have been
efforts to address women artists’ contributions to regional modernism in the United
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States. For California, this reexamination has included artists such as Dorr Bothwell,
Mabel Alvarez and Helen Lundeberg. As one narrows down the location to the Bay Area,
it is not difficult to gather the integral roles women played in the development of regional
modernism.
Lucretia Van Horn remains relatively unrecognized in literature, regardless of her
close proximity to her colleagues mentioned above. Nevertheless, as Van Horn’s career
exemplifies, there were many women artists across the nation in the early to midtwentieth century who deserve to be recognized as pioneers in their respective artistic
movements. Exhibition catalogues and artwork analysis reveal skilled women artists, but
impact is far greater than individual advancement and artistic achievements. Women
artists’ curiosity, creativity and passion for exploration heavily impacted their
environment. Van Horn not only grew as an artist, but she worked to advance the
community as a whole. It is the author’s hope that this discussion and analysis helps to
highlight the importance of Lucretia Van Horn’s body of work and her contributions to
the communities that were so dear to her.
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Illustrations

Figure 1
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled (Corn Gatherers – Mexico), c. 1926; Watercolor and ink on
paper; 6.5 x 4.5 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV

Figure 2
Lucretia Van Horn, Tehuanas Bathing, (Mexico), c. 1926; ink, charcoal and graphite on
paper; 8 x 11.5 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV
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Figure 3
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled (Young Woman in Bed Surrounded by Surreal Flora), c.
1907; ink drawing on paper; 11 x 9 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV

Figure 4
Lucretia Van Horn, The Gatherer, c. 1926; oil on canvas; 36 x 22.25 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV
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Figure 5
Lucretia Van Horn, Mexican Girl, 1928
Courtesy of The Argus III, no. 6

Figure 6
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled, c. 1930; red chalk
Courtesy of The San Francisco Examiner
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Figure 7
Lucretia Van Horn, Portrait of Galka Scheyer, 1927-28; black crayon on wove paper;
12.5 x 9.5 in
Courtesy of The Blue Four Collection at the Norton Simon Museum

Figure 8
Lucretia Van Horn, Figure Composition no. II, n.d.; watercolor
Collection of Robert Van Horn Adams
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Figure 9
Lucretia Van Horn, Woman with a Purse, c. 1930s; watercolor on paper; 22 x 15 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV

Figure 10
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled, n.d.; watercolor
Collection of Robert Van Horn Adams
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Figure 11
Attributed to Lucretia Van Horn, Two Reclining Nudes, 1932-33; oil on canvas; 18 x 30
in
Courtesy of Artnet.com

Figure 12
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled, n.d.
Collection of Robert Van Horn Adams
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Figure 13
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled, n.d.
Collection of Robert Van Horn Adams

Figure 14
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled (Abstract Sunbathers), n.d.; watercolor on paper; 15 x 18 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV
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Figure 15
Lucretia Van Horn, Woman with a Fan, c. 1940; ink and charcoal on paper; 12 x 9 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV

Figure 16
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled, n.d.
Collection of Robert Van Horn Adams
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Figure 17
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled (Abstract Landscape), c. 1940; watercolor and ink on paper;
11 x 11.5 in
Courtesy of Emerging from the Shadows: A Survey of Women Artists Working in
California, 1860-1960, Vol. IV

Figure 18
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled, n.d.
Collection of Robert Van Horn Adams
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Figure 19
Lucretia Van Horn, Drawing, n.d.; ink
Courtesy of San Francisco Art Association’s 10th Annual Drawing and Print Exhibition
Catalogue, February 1946

Figure 20
Lucretia Van Horn, Movement Up, n.d.; ink on paper; 19.25 x 13.5 in
Courtesy of Invaluable.com
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Figure 21
Lucretia Van Horn, Untitled, n.d.
Collection of Robert Van Horn Adams
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